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                REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

 

      GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

 

 THE HANSARD 

 

          Thursday, 16th November, 2017 

 

The House met at the County Assembly Chamber, at 9.30AM 

 

[The speaker (Hon. Ahmed Ibrahim Abass) in the Chair] 

                          

                                           Prayers 

Hon Speaker: Who’s the mover of the motion honorable Halima Hussein Gure. Yes, member of 

Holugho 

Hon. Adow Said: As eyes   suggest we don’t have quorum to transact the business of this 

House. 

Hon Speaker: Members as the member of Hulugho claimed I direct the clerk to count the 

members I then direct the sergeant at arms to ring the bell and further direct the whip to whip the 

members. Honorable members it has become our culture that we opened the House late and it 

seems we are not taking the House business seriously and it’s very important we keep time.  

I just need bring to   your attention to the members who were not around on the issues of quorum 

on the constitution on standing number 32, A quorum given conceding of the County Assembly 

if at given time after  the chair have been taken or County assembly of the committee a member 

object that there is no quorum the speaker or chairperson shall count County assembly or the 

committee  as case maybe and if the count under paragraph(1) a quorum does not appear to be 
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present the speaker or the chairperson call the decision to derived as the decision and if quorum 

is no present at the aspiration of eight minute. If the speaker is in the chair the speaker shall 

adjourn the House until the next seating and that is why we are giving eight minute and if the 

County assembly or the chairperson shall leave the chair on the code of fact to the speaker who 

shall adjourn the County assembly until the next sitting. So when the speaker or the chairperson 

has the case maybe has be may engaged in the County assembly or the committee respectively 

the dire shall remain unlocked and no members shall not allowed to leave the chamber except 

party whip who may be permitted to leave the chamber to seek members require to reach the 

quorum so we will keep sitting until we raised the quorum until or eight minute is over. 

Honorable Halima you may go ahead. 

Hon Halima Hussein:  Mr. Speaker I beg to move the following motion  that aware that during 

rainy season the river passes through residual area  Iftin and Galbet ward causing destruction of 

the property further aware that innocent lives and the most location of the consumer able good 

are destroyed causing massive hunger and food shortage in our County knowing the County 

Garissa department through of social programmed has been spending huge money of the public 

resources and purchasing and  the distribution of relief and diseases control when the flows 

occurs at the stop gulf at the measure concerning that other sector huge money spend on the 

relief food and disease control could be challenging for other departmental activities within the 

County,   unlike for the facts likes river outburst spoil and blocks goods manner water sewages 

and causing water crisis and health hazard in the County and therefore honorable members 

argued County executive in charge of the environment and national resources to construct 

several water tunnel along the river and take necessary measurement to address the final problem  

Hon Speaker: The floor is open for discussion of this motion contributes on the prior of what 

the members have said fault in this Assembly. Member of Saka 

Kassim Dagane:  Thank you Mr. Speaker I stand to support the motion I would like to bring to 

your attention that the motion here which has been proposed. We know very well during the 

rainy season it has become normal scene for the River Tana to destroy the property of the locals 

within the area particularly the famers right now they have wasted millions of crops and this is 

the common behavior of the river, I know construction of water reserved but now we can address 
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the situation of the reservoirs not away from the river even it will burst and will not affect the 

farm at the same time here is the question if the river burst the water passes the tunnel which is 

not welcoming the situation when the river is bursting the taps are not running and that is the 

problem and the issues of GAWASCO is timely but now   here the water reservoir should be a 

game  plan from County assembly we should sit and come with marshal plan over the reservoirs 

and bring in NGOs to change this County state however the river burst it will not affect the 

situation  and when you talked about rainy seasons and you are all aware we have not been 

attending session I have been busy with my area SAKA which has been  affected and even I  was 

stuck in the mud on the road and when I came to the assembly,  you all saw  how my car was 

dirty this problem of the river is causing a lot of damage to the inhibitors of the area and the 

same time the County has enough facility to address this situation but when you focus on 

preservation of water it just saying along the River Tana the construction of water reservoir 

should be well put in appropriate area and with those few remarks with your permission Mr. 

speaker I beg to sit down 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: I mean Galbet 

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: Thank you Mr. speaker I beg to support the motion but with 

amendment,  Mr. speaker first of all I think this issue is a multi sectoral issue because it touches 

several issues in several departments it is not environment alone there is a water issue there is a 

special program issue one I want us as the leadership of this House and also with the Governor 

and the Senator and members of parliament to take this issue up with the relevant authorities we 

have to get a solution a permanent solutions from those dams where this water is coming from 

because we understand this is not a rain water alone this are water released from the dams 

Kiambere dam,  Kiambu dams  those dams so we need to get a long term solutions from those 

people and again we also need to take up with those people because of compensations because 

once they release this water farms are destroyed a lot of homesteads are destroyed many people 

are displaced we also need to look at those things so my amendments 

 Mr. speaker yes we need to put water reservoirs but what about the aftermath , my amendments 

read as follows if it will be accepted by the members that the special program departments to 

send a team to carry out an assessment and based on the assessment, how many families are 
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affected by the floods to be compensated compensation can come in several ways Mr. speaker 

they can go do their own assessment am sure special program they have a technical people who 

can carry out this assessment and then based on that their families,  am sure if their Households 

are washed away they will not be able to rebuild that House again there are  those who will not 

be able  to even  feed their families I know currently Red-cross is doing program both this side of 

Bakuyu and also at the other end and again in our own department what those organization are 

doing is non-food items and of Course Shelter is very important but again non- food item is not 

the only think this people requires so I suggest this amendments and Mr. Speaker I beg to 

support thank you. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable members I thing member for Galbet is suggesting an 

amendment to the motion and the procedure is very clear we have to first of all document the 

actually amendments that is required based on that. 

 The member proposes his amendments officially and then a member seconds and we put the 

question and up to until such an amendment is brought forward we will continue with the debate 

so the floors very open , member for honorable Qatar go ahead  

Hon. Khatra Iman:  Thank you Mr. Speaker I stand here to support the motion it is Hon. 

Abdirizak Ismail noble idea and I think I have to support because it was brought on board by 

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail ,  female member like me I am very happy for it but Mr.. Speaker sir as a 

County there are  so many challenges geographical administrative boundaries and even historical 

challenges.  

Mr. Speaker the issue of River Tana bursting it floods I think it is not the first time in our County 

but we never got that an arts to restore, Mr. Speaker my concern here is maybe for this thing I 

don’t know how it will go into   because maybe you have the capacity to give a chance or a lee 

way to this because Mr. Speaker when it comes to the issue of Tana River and maybe you want 

to create those reservoir or you want to do any think about River Tana from Balambala to Fafi  

Mr. Speaker as I am talking here I am speaking like a lay man as honorable member as 

stakeholder and everything,  Mr. Speaker I encounter a lot of challenges the issue of Tana River 

Mr. Speaker Tana River itself we had a lot of problems there is that issue of geographical there is 
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this issue of two line border , Mr. Speaker we never got an answer for this we even petition the 

national government and this issue of three lines you can do nothing at Tana River Mr. speaker 

this is true maybe if somebody want to bring such motions and I even said last time my opinion I 

said this to some of the members if you think or want to do something about it or want to have an 

idea about motions like this and you are dealing with critical motions please why don’t you just 

liaise with those ministries maybe those are national ministries , you can get their policy papers 

there guidelines and everything there is law that govern this country Mr. speaker you cannot just 

come and say the issue of River Tana because River Tana has  a lot of problems, Garissa 

township constituency Fafi constituency Balambala constituency we are have problems with the 

river  

Mr. Speaker sir you cannot even go to Madogo or even just at the river bank here you can’t do 

anything you will be challenge by the EMU even they claimed the PC resident is Tana River we 

tried everything possible , Mr. speaker sir I am telling you it is  hectic we don’t know how we 

can help our County we have a lot of monies we can do this but it is challenging and am urging 

you Mr. Speaker don’t only concentrate in Garissa township this problems is in Fafi up to 

Mansabubu,  as far as Mansabubu this problem is there Grasweynow I think the issue of 

Grasweynow some of you are aware Grasweynow town And Mansabubu town were the 

community of Fafi constituency people reside have been told vacate because it is Tana River and 

you can do nothing it came from CDF Tana River and Hola and those people came and built 

CDF offices and you have DO and chief on board it became compulsory until we intervened as 

stakeholders even from the national government then it went through until we went  to a board 

room to  negotiate with them because we can do nothing you have a DC you have DO you have a 

OCS and remember you are under them that is there territory you can’t do anything even the AP 

camp we were told to shift with your buildings , Mr. Speaker that is the problem we are facing  

Hon.Kassim Dagane: Thank you Mr. Speaker I think my colleague from Galbet is elaborating a 

point we are not discussing issue of Galbet or Iftin  we are discussing how to behave and what 

are the situations to arrest that area , that is construction of water we are not targeting Iftin we are 

not targeting Galbet we are targeting River Tana. 

SPEAKER: Honorable member your point is well, honorable Khatra 
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Hon.Khatra: Allow me to finish I was saying I understand the point of honorable Abdirizak was 

raising,  honorable member from Galbet but you must be specific this honorable House must be 

very specific and test on issue you cannot just come here and say a b c d  more so we are here to 

correct the fellow members thanks to our sister who brought this motion here but if there is any 

correction or any amendment then we are there to help so that we brainstorm we are here to 

finish and we say a b c d if it is Galbet  because River Tana is along Garissa town you should not 

only say Garissa township, Galbet ward or Iftin ward that is why I let us be specific if you say in 

your statement  

Hon. Speaker: Honorable member you have the right to make an amendment as a member 

please tell us your amendment and we put a question and we see whether members will allow tell 

us be specific yourself tell us where you want the amendment to be effected  

HON.KHATRA IMAN: Thank you Mr. Speaker I don’t know if you have understood what I 

am saying because I beg you to understand please. 

 SPEAKER: I understand what you are saying is Iftin and Galbet is not the only area that  is 

being affected and they want the motion to capture the entire Garissa County is that what you 

want so can you propose somebody to seconds you and then we move on. 

HON.KHATRA IMAN: Thank you Mr. Speaker I think now you understood me and my worry 

was that so if it captures and you say the great Garissa County you should not only mention 

wards my worry should be the entire Garissa County how can we do this for the entire County so 

that not only here even in Modogashe if we have long rains there even ENLINO can come how 

can we save that water.  

So my proposal is this I was for the idea we sit down we go back we capture every whether we 

see it is very important because loan  is not an issue and I want this issue of 3 night to be 

consider and we capture to our report in our proposal , so that by the time arising the floor of the 

House then honorable members for this is the parliament of Garissa County nobody else is going 

to save Garissa County and this House is suppose even to petition the senate so that we can save 

Garissa County from this issue if we fail to do so then we are nothing why have you being 

elected. 
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 My word should be the issues we need to petition so that we save this Garissa County form the 

issue of 3 nights 

SPEAKER: Honorable member I allowed you the floor to propose the amendment so are you 

saying to propose an amendment please propose procedure for amendment proposals and then 

we can allow you to make the amendment other than going the stories when I was the senate that 

is not the business of this House at the moment.  

The businesses here is an amendment of removing Iftin and Galbet ward and inserting the entire 

length of  Tana River in Garissa County please propose a member to second you and then we 

move on rather than giving us a lot of please go ahead and propose or another member who have 

understood her point to help her propose . 

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: Mr. Speaker had earlier on made an amendment proposal so I want to 

go ahead and do my amendments I proposed an amendment to insert the following wards.  

The County government set aside funds to compressed  affected families and farmers as provided 

for in the section 5 and 7 of Garissa County emergency fund act 2014 and  for the benefit of 

members I have a copy of the Garissa County emergency fund act section 5 the purpose of the 

fund is to enable payment to be made in respect of the County when an agent and needs for 

expenditures arises for which there is no specific legislative authority and it goes section 7 it says 

the County executive committee member may make payment from the fun only if satisfy  that 

days and agent for the expenditure for which there is no legislative authority and it is for the 

public interest  and an event has caused a damage loss hardship or suffering to resident of the 

County of threatens to damage the environment and event is limited to County.  

I think section 7C covers my amendment so I propose that amendment. 

SPEAKER: You propose or you are time to retract your amendment  

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: No I was only highlighting what section 5 and 7 of the emergency fund 

act was reading and it reads.. 

 read very clearly I have the act here and if you look at section 7 there is agent for seen need for 

expenditure if in the opinion of the County executive member payment cannot be delay until 
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next financial year and if you look at the emergency fund section 4 there is established fund to be 

known as emergency fund what I am proposing is I said those families. 

The County government sector side funds to compensate affected families yes we already have 

but I want to invoke this act so that those families can be compensated base on the act. I am not 

proposing any changes to this law what I am saying is based on this act we should compensate 

those families like I have said what the motion is suggesting is a long term solution in future. 

 If other floods come then that is what will be done but I am talking of currently already we have 

families that are already affected right now if you go to if Iftin area there are those in Ziwani 

there are those who are FTC at the moment and in Galbet also many families have been affected 

so what I am only proposing an amendment is there are those families to be compensated by 

invoking that is what I am introducing Mr. speaker  

SPEAKER: Ok yes member for HULUGHO 

HON.ADOW OMAR: Thank you Mr. Speaker I want to draw your attention to standing order 

53 and I want you to direct us weather the amendment suggested by the honorable member for 

Galbet is relevant to the motion and if I may read every amendment shall be relevant to the 

motion which it seeks to amend shell not voice any question which is the opinion of the speaker 

should be raise to motion after notice given so in that relevancy is it relevant to what? It entails 

same money that specific cash handling by the member what was requesting arguing the relevant 

ministry to at least bill reservoir so I think I need to seek your guidance to do that. 

SPEAKER: Honorable member if I understand the argument by the mover of the motion and at 

the same time what the honorable member for Galbet is speaking about is that the solution 

proposed by the mover of the motion seems a long term solution and the amendment member is 

protesting is actually emergency solution which is already a law and is already captured in the 

emergency funds act so I will put a question on his amendment as members and we move on 

where we can make that amendment because what he is proposing is actually invoking the law 

that has already been pass by the County assembly of Garissa so I want to move on and put a 

question but you invoke this act.  
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Let me have the amendment from the member ok the member proposes to insert the County 

government set beside fund to compensate affected families and farmers provided for in section 

5 and 7 of the Garissa County emergency fund act so this is the amendment we are putting in 

place so I want put a question. Honorable member you have to put a question. 

HON. KHATRA IMAN: Thank you Mr. Speaker I was for the idea providing before we put a 

question and with your guidance this is very important issue allow me to finish this Mr. Speaker 

you might understand my point  

SPEAKER: Member, not allowed  honorable Khatra please have a sit we cannot have two 

amendment at the same time,  I know your amendment you put a question on it the member 

proposes to this amendment to insert alongside this proposed solution the member also want to 

insert the County government set aside funds to compensate affected families and farmers as for 

in the section 5 and section 7 of Garissa County emergency fund act. 

Hon. Khatra Iman: Let me finish Mr. Speaker, you might understand my point allow me to 

finish  

Hon. Mohamud Abass (deputy speaker): No, Hon. Khatra please have a seat. We cannot have 

two amendments at same time. I know you are on amendment you put a question on the same. 

The member proposes to amend this amendment to insert alongside this proposed solution the 

member also wants to insert “the County government set aside funds to compensate affected 

families and farmers as for in the section 5 and section 7 of garissa County emergency fund Act” 

(Question put and agreed) 

So our motion now reads with solution therefore this honorable assembly urges the County 

executive in-charge of Environment and Natural Resources to construct several water reservoirs 

along Tana River and to take necessary measures to address the perennial problem of flood 

within the County and the County government set aside fund to compensate affected families and 

farmers for in the section 5 and section 7 of garissa County emergency fund Act. So we may 

move on with this until we have another amendment. Let’s move on with debate. Yes member 

for Bura 

Hon. Abdullahi Omar: Thank you Mr. Speaker sir, I oppose this motion why I oppose is I think 

this motion could have been put to as bill and what am wandering about it is talking about 
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reservoirs. The river burst during rainy season and it’s not bursting because of the rain but water 

is released from the seven forks dams. It will also distract the water reservoirs. This does not 

make sense. 

Hon. Mohamud Abass (deputy speaker): what is your point of order member for Galbet? 

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: Mr. Speaker sometimes is not proper to mislead the House, yes this 

water is coming from a dam but this reservoir will help so that our people should not be affected. 

I think right now you have seen what is happening along the River Tana so we are not concern of 

where this water was coming from, whether was reservoir or not but the point here is a reservoir 

so that when this water were released should not destroy our farms, properties and our 

Households. That is what we are talking about Mr. Speaker 

Hon. Abdullahi Omar: Mr. Speaker, I cannot just easily to accept for what the hon. Member is 

saying. I oppose this motion and why am saying this, I don’t put a formal complains for this 

water not to be released because it’s affecting you but I was idea that maybe because of the 

where we have lakes or canals especially Warable is a can which is a big one maybe those water 

could have reserved there are so many places we have this we can take of that. How do you put 

water reservoirs from TharakaNithi to Kiambu it passes all the way to Garissa? It requires almost 

40 – 50 billion shillings, so you have to be realistic and smart. 

 

What we receive in this funding for this government is not enough to put this issue. Again what I 

see putting so many things in this bill. This needs to be relooked, it looks very broad, and it is not 

specific. Its touching on reservoirs on environment, it is touching on compensation and by the 

way, who are you compensating lets be specific. 

 

 Along this river there are those that leave especially the Malakote, pokomos and munya are they 

people from this County. The Ziwani if I may take example, their own chief in that location is 

from Tana River. They vote in Tana River. Did you identify this people if they belong to this 

County? Let be specific and say farmers are affected. You are talking of reservoirs putting all the 

way from Danyere to Grasweynow or as far as kutile. So I see it is not realistic, it is not just 

matter of bringing statement in this assembly and just want to make some amendment and it does 
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not go anywhere. We better think off, it is like am sorry and I was seeing the relevance for what 

hon. Galbet saying the amendment about the fund.  

 

Yes there is an Act but how do we want to compensate let be specific that is there we want to 

compensate that the farmers affected but I feel this is not realistic, let not mislead and we need 

your guidance. It is not relevant and timely. It’s not proper to mislead always pass and conduct 

motion in this assembly that does not make sense. So, let think big get advice from our legal 

advisor.  

 

Mr. Speaker sir, please guide this House let not just jump making amendment. The whole 

statement does not make sense and I oppose it thank you.  

Hon. Mohamud Abass (deputy speaker): yes member for Hulugho 

Hon. Adow Said Omar: Thank you Mr. Speaker sir, I stand to support the motion and a point of 

contributions. This is a noble idea and the member had a good motive of bring a long-lasting 

solution to the problems that occurred during the rainy or flood season due to release of water 

from seven hydro-electric power dams but now I suggest that this requires multi-sectoral 

approach. It is not only CEC for County government can do this; the reservoir will cost a lot of 

money. So we need also to have some other inputs and guide. You know the CEC in charge for 

environment although we request but I think he also have bright ideas whom it with this 

program.  

 

My only worry was the legislative or the proposal of the amendment or the addition of the 

wording from honorable member for Galbet. Are there any legislative that were put aside to at 

least identify this people and access the damage that were cost?  And how that can help to sustain 

this people on to alleviate them from the suffering? Maybe be it is too little what was passed but 

we need also to know that this thing must be something that is beneficial and also friendly to the 

mother funding. Mr. Speaker sir, aware of the special program department the extensive 

approach the governor has touched in his speech. He had a lot of bright ideas to inculcate this 

people. To guide this process so that it becomes viable and long-lasting solution.  
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Mr. Speaker having said that why I was saying multi-sectoral approach? There is this colonial 

perception within Tana River along northeastern province, garissa specifically. There is that idea 

of three miles activities hinders to at least within the river. In Masalani, we normally expect this 

problems, it even bring conflict war between neighboring communities. So that is why I was 

saying multi-sectoral approach by even involving the national government at least to give us a 

solution of our boarder line. There is a natural boarder line that is normal for boarder dispute like 

mountains, forest, rivers and water. Those are things to Identify boarder disputes but in the very 

funny think along al 

That demarcation of the land so that at least we bring viable I am also of the idea that we will 

also pass a bill concerning about this issue of trees this also will help us you know doing this 

activity very viably because when you say we will do a research to land that is not belonging to 

us so Mr. Speaker this is a bright idea I stand to support but the approach you must take must be 

multi-sectoral approaches so that it brings a viable solution for to all of us thank Mr. Speaker. 

Deputy speaker (Hon. Mohamud Abass): Yes Hon. Sumeya 

Hon. Sumeya: Thank you Mr.  Speaker first of all I take this humble opportunity to congratulate 

the mover of this motion Hon. Halima Gure.  

Mr. Speaker the motion because it has become the order of the day that River Tana burst or is to 

cost floods imagine all the farmers are using all the heads planted crops more so Mr. speaker this 

water reserve will arise the situation and more so the issue of getting water at home will be easily 

for human consumption Mr. speaker this is an issue which must be taken into consideration of 

the better larger Garissa County, thank you. 

Deputy speaker (Hon. Mohamud Abass): Hon. Members I just want to bring this to your 

attention as we debate you know this act is a valid act and the County government is compelled 

you know to respect this act they have to compensate citizen who are affected in this area so it’s 

up to the implementation committee to follow up and make sure this act executed because it is a 

very in terms of compensation that is all what am talking about. The first session motion is 

within the confines of the law and it will requires good will prayers in the motion to be 

implemented and that is what we are debating about, the motion is addressing the perennial 
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floods problems within Garissa County it has nothing to do with the three mile draconian bill 

which was passed long ago imagine as much as you talk about the bill the three mile issue 

remember the citizen of Garissa are suffering in this floods so we are not at the lands but the 

motion is looking at the people who are suffering as result of this floods so let’s limit our self 

during our discussions within look at the individual suffering even our self some of us are 

framers just like the member claimed the Hon. Member of this House and he has affected by this 

flood so it’s you who know who is suffering   this motion is fine to address so the issue of three 

mile this are draconian which we will be sorted out in a constitutional law so let’s limit our self 

within the boundaries of this motion  anything beyond that I think this House is seeking to 

address I mean too solution one of the solution is a long term and we said it here building of 

perseveres it may be not possible to the County government to build preserver  but its suggestion 

to them that this is an important issue they do and such a motion such a prayer are not compelled 

to County government to build preserver however the second prayer that the member proposed is 

already an act so we are invoking this act, so members we can continue with debate. 

 Yes member for Jarjara. 

Hon. Suleiman Mohamed: Thank you Mr. Speaker I stand to support the motion this problem 

my father is one of the victims has a farm along the River Tana is called Bardalle farm 

 Mr. Speaker it is the high time and I urge the CEC in charge to come with a permanent solution 

this comes every year Mr. Speaker we destroy millions of shilling millions of properties Mr. 

Speaker this motion is a very good one well-articulated I stand to support the motion. Thank you. 

The deputy Speaker (Hon. Mohamud Abass): Yes Hon. Maryan 

Hon. Maryan: Thank you Mr. Speaker. 

The deputy speaker (Hon. Mohamud Abass:) Member just hold on, Hansard is there any 

challenges with the microphone today it’s very unfortunate that the Hansard are working today,  

is there any problem? ok member please go ahead you may use this one Hansard team please 

come and carry this to the members the massage has to be captured in Hansard. 
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Hon. Maryan. Thank you Mr. Speaker I would like to make my contribution to this it’s a good 

thing and it has come on time it’s the tradition of the assembly to handle things as they come so I 

believe this motion is timely it has come when our people are suffering from diseases related to 

flood people vacating from their lands and Houses so I believe its timely and it’s a good thing we 

are here to represent our people and this is a one of the important things that we are supposed to 

do for our people to compel the government to take care of its people and compensate them 

financially where necessary and protect them where necessary but Mr. Speaker the last part is a 

long term issue this is a House property once its tabled or I would suggested the last part to be 

deleted so that this time we deal with the floods  what is in the table right now the people are not 

in their Houses these people are Hungry these people have no shelter  these people need a lot of 

other issues right now these problem will come now will came next year will come and again 

and again this is something the County government or the national government can handle now 

 So Mr. Speaker I suggest lets compel the County government to take care of  its people in terms 

of shelter in terms of food even education am sure some of these children their Houses is not 

there you can imagine what is going on with their schools so I think this time we handle the 

upper part of this motion and we delete the lower part and bring it back as another motion 

because we already have a bill that is compelling the County government to handle this kind of 

issues we have money that take care of this emergencies and the County government cannot run 

away from its responsibilities because we know in the past budget the money that has been set 

aside for emergency is there and this government has enough funds I believe so to do this kind of 

work because existing since 2014 and this money must have been somewhere in their budget so 

this government can really hub its people even when it came to compensating this people 

financially for example this needs  a lot of money yes but it’s the work of the government even if 

you want to give something very little to the government it’s up to them and its citizen but go 

and see anywhere written they should be compensated but the government can seriously help this 

people so my suggestion and my amendment is we delete the far that start with the now therefore 

this Hon. Assembly  acts the County executive in charge of environment and natural resources to 

construct several water reservoirs along Tana River  and to take necessary measures to address 

perennial problem flood within our County   
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Mr. Speaker whatever the money we are going to allocate for this department may not be enough 

to do them half and a quota of this kind of a work so I guess we get another motion that is going 

to compel this County government to do this so that we don’t debate on such things in the 

feature. Thank you Mr. Speaker. 

(The deputy speaker Hon. Mohamud Abass :) Hon. Members I want to bring  to your 

attention that the motion has two areas of complementation one is long term and another one is 

short-term, the long does not compel the government to do or construct water reservoirs but the 

second which is asking the County government to set aside fund is actually a low so the only 

thing the prayers in the motion is to invoke that law so the two things the motion mover is asking 

one is long term and the other is short-term 

 Compensation is the law Or construct water reservoirs but the second one which is asking the 

County government to set aside funds is actually a law so the only thing the proverb in motion is 

to invoke that law so the two things that the motion mover is asking one is long term and another 

one is short term, compensation is a law which we want to invoke the government to do it the 

other one is building a reservoirs which we have no control the government can either do it or 

may do it we cannot compel and from what I am understand that is actually multispectral 

solution there are only one spectral the government may not be able to do that I agree with you 

that this need to be invoked as agent as possible and it’s this time that this act need to be 

implemented  yes you have a point of order on the Speaker   

Hon.Maryam: it’s not a point of order Mr. Speaker I suggested that because when it comes to 

flood many part of this County is affected be it Fafi constituency, if you talk of Madogashe I 

know very well place call Togweine really disturbs people some part of that constituency people 

really move away from their Houses so I was suggesting if we can bring this motion of 

controlling the floods permanently so that we cover the entire County once so you know doing in 

Garissa and then tomorrow another problem comes in Fafi that was what I was suggesting to my 

colleagues  

Hon. Deputy Speaker:  ok thank you for making us understand point of information  
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Hon. Abdullahi Omar: Mr. Speaker I see honorable members supporting this motion but I tend 

to suggest to propose an amendment for this motion that if I may  ,  this honorable assembly 

urges the County executives in charge of environment and natural resource to construct several 

water reservoirs a long after the word a long you include major lakes and so it needs a long 

major lakes and river so that it captures the Togweine, the Warable and other major lakes so that 

we capture in case of the reservoirs we are talking about. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable member are you suggesting that we put an amendment to the 

first part of the motion where along the major lagers on Tana River so it’s just an addition of 

along major lagers are you calling it major lagers or you are calling it major seasonal Rivers   

Hon. Abdullahi Omar: It’s not my mother tongue but I think its major lagers   

Hon. Deputy Speaker: and again member I don’t know whether you’re conscious was 

misguiding you and you were opposing the motion previously and now retracting you are 

opposing now was it your conscious that was misguiding you or is where the major lager that has 

made you .. 

Hon. Abdullahi Omar: Mr. Speaker I should not be left behind I see many of honorable 

members suggesting this and I see this motion is going to be passed but I didn’t want to leave so 

that I complain later on I filled the word major lakes to be added this reservoirs when this things 

come 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Ok what you’re suggesting now it seems you are opposing the motion 

just because of only including major lagers. Ok now that there is suggestion by a member I have 

to put a question before anybody contributes we have agree with the question somebody has to 

second the  

Hon.Maryam: I wish to second Mr. Speaker and the honorable member from Bura become 

wiser than me so I congratulate him,  thank you. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: I know but the question that this honorable assembly urges the County 

executives in charge of environment and natural resources to construct several water reservoirs 
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along major lagers and Tana River to put necessary measures to address the primal problem of 

flood within our County 

 (Question put and agreed ) 

 so our power there is a motion ,the borrower of this motion reads “this honorable assembly 

urges the executives in charge of environment and natural resources to construct several water 

reservoirs a long major lagers and Tana River to take necessary measures to address the primal 

problem of flood within our County” so we move on yes honorable Fatuma. 

Hon. Fatuma: Thank you Mr. Speaker sir I stand to second the motion but still although we 

have amended but I was not happy with the amendment but we just go ahead with it the way it’s, 

for me I think is not only the County government this is first a natural calamity which was there 

even before we were born I think I am 50 years old and I am born and brought up in Garissa 

funds use to be there and flood use to be there but the impact of that flood has been accelerated  

Mr. Speaker it has been accelerated by the Kindaruma dam the electricity things this power 

lighting so I belief more of our attentions should be focused by Kenya power and lighting so that 

they can compensate the damage they did to our people this is where the point is Kenya power 

and lighting body we should a motion to the table or we should follow up Kenya power and 

lighting of the compensation of the damage that they have done because the impact of the 

damages is not just a shelter is not a normal flood it has walk up all the engines of the fans all the 

fan area is damage and in fact the impact is just millions of money  and it has been Happening 

the time Kenya power lighting have started I don’t know where they use to take this water 

previously has started sending this water to Tana River in large quantity so even for the reservoir 

and the compensation for the funds and everything I think we should go towards Kenya power 

and lighting they have all the money in Kenya and this is a big company is a private company 

although its  private 

 I think we should follow up with Kenya power and lightening and also tax our government for 

compensating our people and having the reservoirs, having the reservoirs doesn’t mean we have 

to have hundred and one reservoirs we should leave this work to the experts there are expertise in 

the environments and all this flood managements and rain water harvesting it can be even done 
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all the way in Dertu reserve all the water which coming from north the ones which were coming 

on the south and it only serve and conserves for the south area so  Mr. Speaker sir I recommend 

an expert to be given this work so that the number of reservoirs that are to be constructed from I 

don’t know Meru or Kanduruma dam to southern Garissa should be left I think with the expert to 

take care of that, but when it comes to agricultural negative impact our people are suffering Mr.. 

Speaker it’s large and it’s not something Garissa County alone can handle I belief we should go 

towards Kenya power and lighting and ask for compensation from them 

Thank you Mr. Speaker sir and I support the motion. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker:  May be just to bring to your attention we may not have full information 

about the follow of this River we are talking about you see the River has a length of 780KM it 

moves from Aberdares towards Nyeri don’t know where Kindaruma is coming because that is 

another reservoir that was put in by Kenya power and lightening company so another reservoir 

can be ….  

Yes member  

Hon. Fatuma: This Kindaruma thing come in because it sent large quantity of water to River 

and the River burst that is where we are getting the floods it breaks all its bridges and it wash out 

all our farms so it’s like there is a big force in fact I understand according to the little knowledge 

i have there is time they do some cleaning I don’t know or what that this is open and it come like 

double or thrice of Tana River which breaks all the edges of the River and then it washout the 

farms , thank you  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: I think I agree with you member because it’s a reservoir along the even 

Kindaruma is a reservoir along the Tana River you know stream so what the member is 

suggesting is having several reservoirs to reduce this you know flood along the Garissa …..  

Yes member  

Hon.Hussein Ahmed: Through Tana River that is why most of the time Garissa farmers suffers 

because the River burst at the same time that water is not clean water Mr.. Speaker sir that is the 
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rust they even smell badly they contribute effect to the farms sometimes even the mango trees 

and Banana will get some effect and some of them even dry 

 Mr.. Speaker not even a normal water that water contain some chemicals and even not suitable 

for people to use that water again so if this continue , Mr.Speaker my suggestion is not an issue 

even talking to the County Government we have leaders I suggest that we compel the national 

government especially Kenya power lightening, Kenya power and lightening contribute problem 

to this town where by the farmers of Garissa are suffering every year when there is heavy rain 

they always cause damage to the farmers and they never compensate  

Mr. Speaker sir there is no compensation over that matter and this is something that disturbs the 

people of Garissa then is not matter of talking on the floor of the House that matter lies with the 

leadership of Garissa starting from the Governor, the members of the parliaments and the senator 

and leaders of this House  

 

 

 

Hon Hussein Ahmed: There is no compensation offer that matter and this is something that 

really disturbed the people the people of Garissa then is no matter of talking at the flour of the 

House that matter lies with the leadership of Garissa starting from the governors, Member of 

Parliament, senator and the leaders of this House 

 Mr. Speaker what madam Fatuma raised is very clear there is course that damaged the people if 

it’s a normal memory its normal I think we could not server the way we are suffering but the 

government Mr. speaker this is a matter that the County government and the national 

government to share together and then we compel Kenya power and lighting to compensate to 

our people be farm based or poor people who are leaving at the leaving at the rive r line are also 

suffering as honorable AMr.an mentioned some of them have no even shelter the members and 

leadership of this County must take the responsibility 

Deputy Speaker. Yes member for Hulugho  
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Hon Adow Omar. Thank you Mr. Speaker , Mr. speaker I beg to propose an amendment to this 

motion to give it too weighty not a departmental issue by saying honorable assembly to urge on I 

want to urge this to the County executive in charge of environment to the County government I 

want the word County executive in charge of environment and natural resource be left out so that 

matter the County issues and instead of just leaving with the departmental issue I beg to move 

and proposed that amendment. 

Deputy Speaker. Member is suggesting that instead of having County executive in charge of 

environment and natural resource we insert County government to construct reserve wells you 

the County government should construct reserve wells it does not construct through a department 

as a County government you know if you talk of County government it means... 

 yes member. 

Hon Abdirak Ismail.Mr. speaker I agree and actually conquer with honorable member from 

Hulugho because sometimes it might be very positive and the County government and the others 

what do we call NGOs or donors and again  environment are actually non properly through that 

now to delegate to the department of water and that level is ok . 

Deputy Speaker. As per suggestion of the member I beg to put a proposal that this honorable 

assembly urges the County government of garissa several water reserve a long major lake and 

Tana River to take necessary measures to address the perennial problem of this County question 

put and agreed on.  Yes member 

Hon Maryan .There is lack of quorum Mr. Speaker we cannot continue this business 

Deputy Speaker. So member you are right at the moment we cannot continue we don’t have 

quorum but the quorum is normally required at the start of the business and at the start of the 

business I think we were more than this so it’s now the time to put the question so that.. 

 honorable Katra is it really burning  

Hon Katra. I think initially we had quorum but I think honorable members I think they went for 

short call so we can continue  
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Deputy Speaker. Quorum is only required at the start of the business at the process of the 

business quorum is not a business and I think member have contributed we can put some of the 

business and we cannot put their contribution at the drained so we don’t have a motion at the 

moment the you put the question members to you know so I put the question the question is that 

this County government urges to construct reserve holes along mega rivers and to necessary 

measure to address and the County government is to compensate as provided as section5 and 7 of 

Garissa County emergency fund act 2014 question put and agreed on  

Next order of business. 

Clerk : adjournment 

Deputy Speaker: Honorable members there being no any other business the House is adjourn 

until next week Tuesday. 

 


